The Gibbons-Hawking-York (GHY) boundary term makes the Dirichlet problem for gravity well defined, but no such general term seems to be known for Neumann boundary conditions. In this paper, we view Neumann not as fixing the normal derivative of the metric ("velocity") at the boundary, but as fixing the functional derivative of the action with respect to the boundary metric ("momentum"). This leads directly to a new boundary term for gravity: the trace of the extrinsic curvature with a specific dimension-dependent coefficient. In three dimensions this boundary term reduces to a "one-half" GHY term noted in the literature previously, and we observe that our action translates precisely to the Chern-Simons action with no extra boundary terms. In four dimensions the boundary term vanishes, giving a natural Neumann interpretation to the standard Einstein-Hilbert action without boundary terms. We argue that in light of AdS/CFT, ours is a natural approach for defining a "microcanonical" path integral for gravity in the spirit of the (pre-AdS/CFT) work of Brown and
Introduction
To derive an equation of motion from an action using a variational principle (see e.g., [1] ), we need to make sure that the boundary terms arising from the variation vanish. For twoderivative theories, the boundary terms that arise from the variation of the action typically contain variations of both the field and its normal derivative at the boundary. Holding both fixed at the boundary will trivially get rid of these terms, but it will also remove most of the interesting dynamics. Instead, what one tries to do is to add boundary terms to the action such that the total boundary variation after the addition of these new terms depends either only on the field variation, or only on the normal derivative variation. When we can find a boundary term to accomplish this, we say that we have a Dirichlet problem (in the former case) or a Neumann problem (in the latter). In such a situation, we have a well-defined variational problem upon demanding that the field (for Dirichlet) or its normal derivative (for Neumann) be held fixed at the boundary.
In the case of gravity, it has been known since [2, 3] that there exists a boundary term one can add to the bulk Einstein-Hilbert action (2.2) to make the Dirichlet problem for the metric well-defined. This is the Gibbons-Hawking-York (GHY) term (2.3) . But the Neumann problem as we have stated in the above paragraph does not seem to be welldefined for gravity. This is because, (to the best of our knowledge) no one has written down a boundary term to be added to the Einstein-Hilbert action such that just holding the normal derivatives fixed at the boundary kills all boundary terms that arise from the variation of the total action 1 . This is striking, since the GHY term has been around for forty years.
In this paper, we will take an alternative view on the Neumann problem. Instead of holding the normal derivative of the metric fixed at the boundary, we will seek a variational problem where the functional derivative of the action with respect to the boundary metric is held fixed. In the case of classical particle mechanics, these two formulations are equivalent because the former corresponds to holding the velocity fixed at the boundary, whereas the latter corresponds to holding the momentum fixed. But we will see that in the case of gravity, the latter formulation results in a drastic simplification, and we can indeed write down a boundary term that makes this type of a Neumann problem well-defined.
The basic idea here is very natural, and indeed unavoidable in a diffeomorphism invariant theory: we need a covariant notion of the Neumann boundary condition before we can talk about a covariant Neumann boundary term. Holding the normal derivative fixed is not a covariant notion in a generic spacetime, whereas our approach is. Our approach can also be understood in terms of a Legendre transform as we will explore in various contexts in [19, 14, 20, 21] .
Dirichlet problem
We will start by reviewing the Dirichlet problem for gravity. Everything in this section is well-known, but we want to write the Dirichlet action in a form that is suitable for moving to Neumann.
For a well defined variational problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions, we need to add a boundary piece to the Einstein-Hilbert action so that when the boundary metric h ij is held fixed and when the bulk equations of motion hold, the variation of the total action becomes zero. Demanding this results in the total gravitational action for the Dirichlet problem
where
and the boundary piece is the GHY term
Here κ = 8πG and G ab = R ab − 
This means that the action S D is stationary under arbitrary variations of the metric in the bulk provided we hold h ij fixed at the boundary (assuming the bulk equations of motion hold). Just the Einstein-Hilbert piece alone, without the GHY term, does not have this property. This is what identifies S D as the Dirichlet action.
Neumann problem
Before moving on to the discussion of Neumann, we define:
The point of this is that the variation of the Dirichlet action (2.4) can now be written in the suggestive form
We want to write down a variational principle where instead of holding the metric h ij fixed at the boundary, we can hold π ij fixed 2 . It is easy to see from (3.2) that this can be easily accomplished by adding yet another term to the Dirichlet action of the previous section. The form suggested by (3.2) is
It is trivial now to check that the variation of S N is
guaranteeing that holding π ij fixed at the boundary yields a well-defined variational problem. This is the main observation of this paper.
Explicitly, our Neumann action is given by
In the rest of this paper, we will discuss features, applications and extensions of this action.
We will see that it is natural one to consider from many different angles.
2 Note that in particle mechanics, holdingq fixed and holding p fixed at the boundary are identical because of the simpleq 2 form of the kinetic term, which guarantees that p(q,q) =q. Note that both in particle mechanics as well as in our case for gravity, we are using the suggestive symbols p and π ij , but thinking of them as functions of (q,q) and (h ij , ∂ a h ij ) respectively.
D=2, 3, 4
In two dimensions, our boundary term is identical to the GHY boundary term. This might seem puzzling, but is easy to understand by writing the metric in conformal gauge. The only degree of freedom is the conformal factor in the metric ds 2 = e 2φ(t,r) (−dt 2 + dr 2 ) and in terms of φ, the Einstein-Hilbert action takes the form
Variation of this results in boundary terms of the form dt δφ ′ | Λ . The GHY term is designed precisely to cancel this when varied, and unlike in higher dimensions this form is trivial enough that its variation kills off the entire boundary piece. We have taken the boundary to be timelike and put it at r = Λ for definiteness, but the discussion is obviously analogous for a spacelike boundary.
In more than two dimensions, the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary terms are always distinct.
In three dimensions, our Neumann boundary term reduces to
2 y |h|εK, which is "one-half" the Gibbons-Hawking term. Remarkably, this boundary term has previously appeared in the literature for other reasons both in the flat case [4] as well as in AdS [5, 6] .
Especially in light of holography in AdS 3 and flat 2+1 dimensional space, there is much to be said here. But we will leave that for future work, and make only one brief comment: the Einstein-Hilbert action leads to a boundary piece
in the Chern-Simons formulation (see eg., [7, 8] for an elementary discussion of Chern-Simons gravity in 2+1 dimensions; we work with the AdS case for concreteness). It is straightforward to check that the "one-half" Gibbons-Hawking term precisely gets rid of this boundary piece
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. Therefore in 2+1 dimensions, our boundary term makes the metric formulation of gravity translate precisely into the bulk Chern-Simons action, with no boundary term at all. A natural choice of boundary conditions [5] in the Euclidean geometry is then to set A z = 0 or Az = 0 at the boundary (here z ∼ (t + ix) where t and x are boundary coordinates). These boundary conditions are satisfied by AdS 3 and the BTZ black hole.
In four dimensions, our boundary term identically vanishes. Thus, we come to a perhaps surprising conclusion: standard Einstein-Hilbert gravity in four dimensions, without boundary terms, has an interpretation as a Neumann problem 4 .
Microcanonical Gravity
In [11] , a microcanonical definition of the gravitational path integral was proposed. The basic idea there was to add new boundary terms to the gravitational field, so that the energy surface 5 density and the momentum surface density are held fixed at the boundary, in the definition of the variational principle. One can then use this action to define a microcanonical path integral for gravity which has some pleasing properties.
Even though [11] does not emphasize it, it is easy to see that the surface energy/momentum densities that they hold fixed are just some of the components of the energy momentum surface density, which is the quantity we have held fixed in defining our Neumann variational problem. The approach of [11] results in the somewhat awkward action, eqn. (3.13) in their paper. However, despite this, since charges are best defined globally in general relativity, we feel that the approach of [11] is a very interesting one. This is one of the motivations for defining a more "covariant" variational problem where it is the whole stress-energy tensor density on the boundary that is held fixed. Happily, this also turns out to have a Neumann interpretation.
The work of [11] was before the era of AdS/CFT, and in hindsight, we believe this approach is an even more interesting one in the AdS/CFT context. Fixing the boundary stress energy tensor gives us a natural definition for a microcanonical approach to AdS/CFT. We will be reporting on this in greater detail elsewhere [14] , but we briefly outline some of the results here.
The natural boundary stress tensor in AdS/CFT is the one introduced by [12] (see also, for example [13] ). These stress tensors are obtained by adding further boundary terms (which have a natural interpretation as counter-terms in the holographic language) while demanding that the on-shell action be finite 6 . This gives rise to the finite renormalized boundary stress tensors found in [12, 13] .
Together with the results of the current paper, this suggests that a natural object to hold fixed while doing a Neumann variation in the AdS/CFT context is the renormalized stress tensor density, not the bare stress tensor density. Indeed, it is possible to show [14] that one can add appropriate counter-terms to our Neumann action (3.6) so that:
(a) the variation of the total action leads to the renormalized stress tensor of [12, 13] (up to an ambiguity in odd dimensions [14] ), (b) the variational principle is well-defined when one holds this renormalized boundary stress tensor density fixed, and (c) the total on-shell action is finite. A detailed discussion of these issues in various dimensions will be presented in a companion paper [14] in the standard language of holographic renormalization. There, we will also argue that AdS/CFT is the natural context for discussing, extending and finding applications for the (stress-tensor version of the) microcanonical path integral approach of [11] 7 .
In this letter, we will merely settle for presenting the actions satisfying the above conditions in AdS 3 and AdS 4 . Interestingly, in AdS 3 the action is already finite (upto a logarithmic counter-term) with our choice of boundary term, and it leads 8 to the renormalized stress tensor of [12, 13] : we do not need any further counter terms. Indeed, some of these facts are responsible for the "one-half" GHY term having been noted previously in the literature.
In four dimensions however, we discover a new counter-term:
(The AdS radius ℓ has been set to one.) Note that the specific coefficients differ from what one finds in the counter-terms in [12] , but the stress tensor resulting from the total action is finite and identical to that in [12] . This is because we are adding this counter-term to (3.6), not to the standard Dirichlet action. Satisfyingly, the on-shell action also turns out to be finite in this approach.
Discussion
A standard Neumann boundary term for gravity, where one can obtain a well-defined variational problem by simply holding the normal derivative of the metric fixed at the boundary, is not known for Einstein-Hilbert gravity to the best of our knowledge. Occasionally statements of the form K ij = 0 or K ij − αh ij = 0 are considered as Neumann or Robin (mixed) boundary conditions in the literature. But note that these are in fact far stronger conditions 7 For example, note that in the work of [11] there was no guarantee that the action was finite once you took the boundary to infinity. 8 Up to an ambiguity that affects odd-dimensional AdS spaces that we will elaborate in [14] . There we will also discuss the possibility of the logarithmic counter term that is related to the trace anomaly [15] . The standard black hole solutions do not require it in order to have a finite action, so we will not emphasize it here.
than the usual Neumann or Robin boundary conditions, which merely say that these quantities are fixed, not that they are zero. Indeed, these conditions put differential constraints on the boundary surface (surfaces which admit conditions of this type are sometimes called totally umbilical surfaces [16] ). In hindsight, our approach provides a natural explanation why some of these boundary conditions had nice properties: they arise as natural further restrictions on the Neumann boundary condition, which puts restrictions on the boundary stress tensor (or equivalently, the extrinsic curvature). In this context, we suspect that it should be possible to define a Neumann boundary condition for higher derivative gravity theories [1] as well, by setting the functional derivative of the action with respect to the boundary metric fixed.
In the context of AdS/CFT some papers with a loosely Neumann flavor have appeared, one of the more visible ones being [17] . What they do is to treat the bulk path integral (or action, when one is working semi-classically) as a functional of the boundary metric and then integrate over the boundary metric to define a new path integral. This has its interest, but its connection to the standard Neumann problem is not immediate. See [18] for other various related discussions on boundary aspects of general relativity.
We believe that what we have considered in this paper is a natural version of the Neumann condition for gravity: our approach reduces to the standard Neumann problem when applied to particle mechanics, and it does not put any differential constraints the boundary surface. It also puts various curiosities in the literature on boundary terms, in context. Finally, it also leads to a natural definition of the microcanonical path integral for AdS gravity as will be elaborated elsewhere [14] .
Comment added: After this preprint appeared on the arXiv, more work has been done developing this set of ideas further. These include [19] which studies a semi-classical path integral with Neumann boundary conditions and uses it to reproduce the thermodynamics of horizons, [14] that applies this boundary term in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence, and [20] which does a slight generalization of the Neumann boundary term to allow Robin boundary conditions for general relativity. A paper [21] that discusses the conditions under which Neumann boundary conditions lead to normalizable fluctuations in AdS and explores its connection to conformal gravity on the boundary, is about to appear.
